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ABSTRACT  
This work reports the morphological and chemical modifications induced in TiO2 thin films by 
bombardment with high energy N
+
 ions at different temperatures and their different photo-activity 
responses after implantation under visible and UV light illumination. When implanted samples are 
illuminated with visible light, no dye photo-decolouration takes place despite that light transformed 
the surfaces from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. In agreement with the Wenzel model of wetting, 
correlation is found between visible light photo-activity and film morphology. We conclude that the 
photo-activity response can be separated into shallow and Schottky barrier photo-activity, this latter 
involving a thicker layer of material. 
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TiO2 is a well-known material because of its wide use in numerous applications such as photo-anode 
in photo-electrochemical cells, photo-catalyst, anode in hybrid photovoltaic cells or coating for self-
cleaning applications [1-4].
 
Yet, TiO2 has an important drawback regarding solar energy applications 
as it only shows a selective response to the UV region of the solar spectrum, which only accounts for 
5% of the collected light on earth. To address this problem, many works have attempted to dope this 
wide band gap semiconductor (3.2 eV) [5] to shift its photo-response onset towards the visible light 
region [6-11]. According to Asahi et al. [6], the presence of a small amount of N in the TiO2 network 
alters the band gap structure and triggers the photo-response of the material under visible light 
illumination. After this seminal work, many other papers have dealt with this issue [12-21]
 
finding 
that, besides composition and crystallographic structure [22], surface morphology could also play an 
important role in the photo-activity of this oxide. However, experimental evidences on this issue are 
still under discussion as their relevance seems to strongly depend upon the particular photo-activity 
test employed [23]. 
 
A typical surface photo-activity test concerns the wetting behaviour of TiO2 surfaces upon 
illumination: as it was first demonstrated by Wang et al. [3],
 
the wetting behaviour of flat TiO2 
surfaces evolves from a hydrophobic to a superhydrophilic state when samples are illuminated with 
UV-light. Although this study was carried out more than a decade ago, the physicochemical processes 
responsible for the reversible conversion between these two states are still a matter of debate [24-31]. 
For instance, in previous works on nanostructured surfaces, we have shown that surface roughness or 
the nitrogen doping state are critical factors affecting both, the WCA of the original samples before 
illumination [32] and their response when using visible light [33,34].
 
A first goal of the present work 
is to study the effect of visible light illumination of N-doped TiO2 in an attempt to unravel the effect 
of both, surface topography and chemistry, on the wetting behaviour. For this purpose, we have 
considered the classical model of Wenzel to account for the influence of surface roughness on the 
wetting contact angle. In the course of this investigation, we have found that the light-induced 
hydrophobic/superhydrophilic conversion is exclusively linked to the chemical and morphological 
properties of the outmost surface layers, which tentatively we will called shallow photo-activity, while 
other photo-activity tests, such as the photo-catalytic degradation of dye molecules, involve a 
relatively thicker layer of surface material with well-defined TiO2 stoichiometry. Consequently, we 
conclude that each photo-active response of the material is mediated through different mechanisms 
acting on different spatial scales on the outmost surface layers of the films. 
 
Nanostructured N-TiO2 surfaces were prepared in two steps: first, TiO2 thin films were deposited by 
plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) at 523 K. Details about the morphology, 
microstructure and other characteristics of these thin films, as well as the description of the deposition 
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technique, have been reported previously [34]. Films displayed an anatase structure with a high 
degree of crystallinity and showed a clear columnar microstructure perpendicular to the substrate. In a 
second step, films were exposed to high energy nitrogen ions by means of a particle accelerator. 
These ion implantation experiments were carried out with the high current ion implanter DANFYS 
1090-200(DANFYSIK A/S, Jyllinge Denmark) at the Institute of Ion Beam Physics and Materials 
Research in the Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Germany, being the maximum acceleration voltage 
of this machine 200 kV. For equal ion doses and impingement angle, implantations were carried out at 
two different substrate temperatures. The experimental conditions utilized in each case are 
summarized in Table I: Sample A is a test sample analysed just after deposition. Sample B represents 
a film deposited under the same conditions as sample A, experiencing the N
+
 ion implantation 
(keeping the film at room temperature during the procedure) afterwards. The ion range within the 
material in these conditions has been estimated using the well-known software SRIM [35], yielding a 
value of ~100 nm. Following the well-known effects of implanted ions in TiO2 [36], we assume that a 
layer with similar thickness has been subjected to a considerable lattice damage resulting in the 
formation of a high concentration of oxygen vacancies, point defects in the network and other related 
effects. Furthermore, as an additional amorphization of the film may appear along the ion tracks 
[37,38], we also analysed sample C, where the ion implantation conditions were the same as those 
employed for sample B, but keeping the film temperature at 400 ºC throughout the whole procedure 
this time, just to ensure that the film could recrystallize into the anatase structure.  
 
Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) has been utilized to assess the atom distribution 
profile in the films and in their implanted zones. Experiments were carried out in a 3 MeV tandem 
accelerator at the CNA (Sevilla, Spain) with a beam of 1.5−2.0 MeV alpha particles, accumulated 
doses about 1.5 μC, and ∼1 mm beam spot diameter. The RBS spectra were simulated with the 
SIMRNA software [39]. Results indicate that nitrogen ion bombardment caused the oxygen depletion 
in the implanted layer: Figure 1 shows the experimental and simulated spectra of samples A, B and C. 
A comparative assessment of the shape of the Ti signal in Figure 1 clearly shows that the implanted 
layer in Sample B (around 100 nm) is oxygen depleted as indicated by the relative increase in the 
intensity of the Ti signal closer to the surface. A similar effect is observed in sample C where the 
variation in the intensity of the Ti signal is smoother. In other words, it seems that the implanted 
zones in samples B and C present some oxygen depletion resulting from an extensive formation of 
oxygen vacancies. This result agrees with surface conductivity measurements carried out by the four-
point probe test. For these measurements a Keithley 617 Electrometer and a Hewlett-Packard 34401 A 
voltammeter were used to apply a voltage ranging between -0.25 and 0.25 V to two external probes 
and to measure the current flowing between two internal probes. In this way, the surface resistivity of 
the three samples (see Table 1) shows a completely different behaviour: sample A has a highly 
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resistive character, whereas samples B and C show very low resistivity, which again agrees with the 
observed oxygen depletion of the network lattices. 
The surface state of samples after nitrogen implantation was assessed by X-ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy (XPS) recorded on a VG ESCALAB 210 spectrometer working under pass energy 
constant conditions. The Mg Kα line was used for excitation of the spectra, calibrated in binding 
energy (BE) by referencing to the C1s peak due to contamination taken at 284.6 eV. In all the 
samples, the O(1s) and Ti(2p) spectra were typical of TiO2 thin films [40], a feature that indicates that 
the outmost surface layers within the thickness analysed by the XPS technique have become fully 
oxidized due to the exposure and handling of the films in the atmosphere. Interestingly, the XPS 
measurements also show the existence of nitrogen species on the surface of the B and C films. Figure 
2 shows the deconvolution of the N1s photoemission spectra recorded for the three samples: sample A 
does not contain nitrogen, a fact that is expected as it did not undergo the N
+
 ion implantation. 
Samples B and C display similar spectral shapes, indicating that, unlike sample A they possess N on 
the outmost surface layers with similar chemical state. A rough fitting analysis of these two spectra is 
possible by assuming three components centred at 396.2, 398.8 and 401.2eV with area ratios of 
1:0.24:0.14 and 1:0.45:0.19 for samples B and C, respectively. Despite some controversy in the 
literature concerning the assignment of these three components [40]
 
a rather accepted consensus is 
that the wide band around 396.2 eV is associated with diamagnetic N(III) species substituting O(II) 
sites. Meanwhile, the N1s peaks at around 398.8 and 401.2 eV have been assigned to interstitial N 
species [41-43], possibly bound to lattice oxygen in a kind of NO-like units. The difference between 
these two latter states seems to be the type of interstitial centre occupied by the nitrogen in the TiO2 
structure [37].
 
 
The surface morphology of the films was highly affected by the ion implantation: Figure 3 shows the 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the three investigated samples. These images were 
collected in an AFM dimension 3100 from Digital Instrument in tapping mode using high frequency 
levers, and processed with the WSxM free available software from Nanotec [48]. Roughness of the 
films, expressed as the root mean square (RMS) value of the surface heights, has been calculated from 
the images by using this software. This analysis concluded that sample A possesses a granular 
structure with a RMS of 1.9 nm [34], whereas sample B (where the ion implantation took place at 
room temperature) shows an almost flat surface topography with an estimated value of the RMS 
around 0.2 nm. This is consistent with the field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) 
characterization of these samples, which indicates that they present a sponge-like microstructure 
underneath, capped by a quite flat surface [38].
 
Meanwhile, sample C, with a RMS value of 4.7 nm, is 
characterized by a tilted nanorod microstructure that has been attributed to the N
+
 implantation at 400 
⁰C, and whose origin was explained elsewhere [38].  
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By taking into account the previous analysis, a reasonable schematic representation of the 
composition profiles of samples A, B and C is presented as insets in Figure 1: sample A is fully 
stoichiometric, while samples B and C present three different zones:  i) few surface layers with a TiO2 
stoichiometry and some nitrogen species, followed by ii) a zone depleted in oxygen where, in 
agreement with previous studies [38], nitrogen is mostly in the chemical form of nitride species, and 
iii) a third zone that corresponds to the region of the film not affected by the N
+
 ions, and whose 
composition is again stoichiometric TiO2. According to this layer distribution, samples B and C 
possess very different surface roughness but very similar morphological and chemical structures: the 
two films share a similar surface composition (N-doped TiO2) and present a second layer underneath 
depleted in oxygen that extends along the depth where a Schottky Barrier is typically formed.  
 
The photo-activity of samples A-C was first evaluated by tracking the change in the WCA upon 
visible and UV light irradiation. The recovery of the WCA in darkness after illumination 
complemented these tests. In parallel, the photo-catalytic activity of these samples was tested by 
following their capability to decolorize a solution with a dye  [23,33]. In the first place, measurements 
of water contact angle (WCA) of samples A, B and C were carried out by the Young method by 
dosing small droplets of deionized and bidistilled water on the surface of the samples illuminated for 
increasing periods of time. During the experiments, a metal foil acting as a shutter was used to close 
and open the lamp output. The reported results correspond to samples that were stored in dark in a 
desiccator, at least for two months, before testing their photo-activity. Illumination of the samples was 
carried out with a Xe discharge lamp with photon intensity at the position of the samples of 2 W cm
-2
 
for the complete spectrum. An infrared filter (i.e. a water bath) was kept between the lamp and the 
samples to prevent any possible heating by the infrared radiation. On the other hand, dye degradation 
experiments under visible and UV illumination were carried out in a home-made experimental set-up 
consisting of a small cell made of quartz (total volume 3 cm
3
) where 2 cm
3
 of a 3.5 × 10
-5 
M solution 
of methyl orange dye was placed together with a piece of a silicon substrate (1 × 0.8 cm
2
) with the 
thin film deposited on its surface. The intensity of the UV + visible radiation at the position of the cell 
was 1.8 W (i.e., approximately 0.3 W cm
-2
 for photons with λ < 380 nm). Visible illumination was 
carried out by placing a filter (i.e., λ >380 nm) between the Xe discharge lamp and the reaction vessel. 
The intensity of the visible radiation at the cell position was 160 mW cm
-2
. Additional details about 
this experiment can be found in a previous publication [23]. 
 
The dye degradation experiments showed that sample A was able to decolorize the dye solution upon 
irradiation with a full range lamp (i.e. emitting in the UV and visible range) [23], while samples B and 
C did not induce any photo-catalytic degradation under similar conditions (result not shown). By 
contrast, the illumination of the samples with either UV or visible light rendered a clear change in 
their WCA. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the WCA of these samples that were first irradiated 
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with visible light (zone 1), then with UV light (zone 2) and finally left in the dark (zone 3). The three 
samples present initially a WCA higher than 90º, thus depicting a hydrophobic behavior. Furthermore, 
we link the high initial WCA of sample C (130⁰) to the high roughness of the film (4.7 nm) in 
agreement with the premises of the Wenzel model of surface wetting [44]. Most remarkable in 
Figure 4 is that samples B and C experienced a continuous decrease in WCA when they were 
irradiated with visible light, a feature that must be linked with the incorporation of nitrogen within a 
stoichiometric TiO2 lattice at the outmost surface layers of material. It is worth noting that after 
contacting the surface of samples A, B or C with water, the XPS spectra taken after drying did not 
show any significant difference with respect to the original samples, except for a broadening in the 
shape of the O1s spectra in the high BE side that we attribute to some additional hydroxylation of the 
surface. 
 
 In line with previous results [11, 23, 33, 46], the described experiments confirm that WCA light 
induced-changes and photo-catalytic activity are not necessarily equivalent for testing the photo-
activity of TiO2. According to the schemes in Figure 1, the outmost surface layers of all samples (i.e. 
within the penetration range of the XPS technique) present a TiO2 stoichiometry, with samples B and 
C containing a certain concentration of N-O-like species. The WCAs of the three samples respond to 
the illumination of light, UV (sample A) and UV and visible (samples B and C). Yet, only sample A, 
with a TiO2 stochiometry throughout the whole sample thickness, presents photo-catalytic activity 
towards the degradation of dye molecules. According to previous investigations in our laboratory, 
these results confirm that there is a TiO2 photo-activated surface mechanism responsible for changing 
the surface wettability behavior, even when the film do not show any noticeable response when 
performing dye decoloration tests [23]. In this regard, the absence of photo-catalytic activity in 
samples B and C must be related with the fact that their inner layers are sub-stoichiometric and, 
therefore, present a high concentration of oxygen vacancies. Under these conditions, it seems that the 
electron-hole photo-excitation processes are not efficient and that most carriers must recombine at the 
lattice defects, so they do not reach the surface. We tentatively called Schottky Barrier Driven Photo-
activity the type of photo-catalytic activity that requires the migration of photo-generated electron-
hole pairs from the interior of the material up to the surface as. Therefore, our results here confirm 
that photo-induced WCA variations only involve mechanisms at the very first outmost monolayers of 
the material [33], a response that we tentatively call shallow photo-activity. 
 
Our results also reveal that a shallow photo-active response affecting the WCA can be induced by 
illuminating N-doped TiO2 with visible light, with WCA steady-state values around 50° and 20° for 
samples B and C, respectively, whereas superhydrofilicity is attained with UV light. The recovery in 
the dark of the WCA of the three samples confirms the full reversibility of this transformation. 
Recently, the visible photo-activity of N-doped TiO2 has been related with the presence of the N1s 
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species at around 400 eV of binding energy (in our case the N1s peaks at around 398.8 and 401.2 eV), 
attributed to N-O like species [33,45-47]. Our WCA photo-activity results confirm this previous 
attribution and sustain that these species can be involved in the visible light surface activation of TiO2. 
Furthermore, since samples B and C present similar concentration of nitrogen, the different final state 
of WCA after visible light irradiation must be attributed to their different roughness: according to the 
Wenzel model, the WCA of either hydrophobic or hydrophilic samples experience an additional 
increase (hydrophobicity) or decrease (hydrophilicity) with respect to the WCA of a flat surface of 
equivalent composition. Therefore, the tendency in the WCA of the original samples before 
irradiation (i.e., WCA (Sample A) < WCA (Sample B) < WCA (Sample C)) and for samples B and C 
after visible irradiation (WCA (Sample B)>WCA (Sample C) must be linked with the progressive 
increase in surface roughness from sample A to C.    
 
In summary, the experiments above confirm that N-doped TiO2 presents surface photo-activity when 
illuminated with visible light even if it is photo-catalytically inert under both visible or UV light 
illumination. Moreover, our results have also shown that the changes in the WCA can be tuned by 
modifying the surface roughness. The implications of these two features for microfluidic applications 
or for the fabrication of self-cleaning surfaces in interiors (i.e., in the absence of UV light) are obvious 
and should permit the fabrication of smart responsive surfaces with a controllable surface wetting.  
Overall, we demonstrate that shallow and Schottky barrier driven photo-activities are not equivalent 
and that, consequently, they must be studied separately. 
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Table Caption 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Energy 
(KeV) 
Incident 
angle (⁰) 
Dose 
Ions/cm
-2
 
Temperature 
(⁰C) 
RMS 
(nm) 
WCA 
(visible, º) 
 
Resistivity 
(Ω·cm) 
A   Not irradiated  1.9  100 insulator 
B 60  45 2.4·10
17 
RT 0.2  52 3.1 
C 60  45 2.4·10
17
 400 4.7  22 0.3 
 
 
 
Table I. Summary of the N
+
 implantation conditions (energy, incident angle and dose of the ions along 
with the film temperature) and measured properties of the samples (roughness, water contact angle 
and four points probe resistivity under visible light illumination). 
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Figure captions 
 
 
Figure 1. Experimental and simulated RBS spectra of samples A, B and C. The insets depict 
schematic representations of the in-depth evolution of stoichiometry for the three investigated 
samples, as deduced from the RBS and XPS results. 
 
Figure 2. N1s photoelectron spectra obtained for samples A, B and C (Black lines). Elemental bands 
employed in the fitting are plotted in grey 
 
 
Figure 3. AFM images of a) sample A, b) sample B and c) sample C. The arrow in Figure 3c indicates 
the direction of the impinging ions during implantation. The scale of the color bar is in nanometers. 
 
Figure 4.Time dependence of the WCAs of a) sample A, b) sample B and c) sample C, illuminated 
with visible and UV light and subsequently left in the dark. Lines are plotted to guide the eyes. The 
circles show the wetting contact angle values measured onto samples illuminated with visible light. 
Images of the water droplets are inserted in the plots.  
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Figure 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
